An axisymmetric cylindrical cell is a convenient one for use with a rotating disk or ring-disk electrode. A counterelectrode could naturally occupy the opposite end of the cell and be a mercury pool or a stationary disk. Newman (1) computed the primary current distribution for a disk electrode surrounded by an infinite insulating plane with the counterelectrode being the entire hemisphere at infinity. The effects of mass transfer and kinetics were included in a later paper for a similar cell (2) . A carefully designed disk and cell can approach conditions which allow calculations for infinite cells to be applied to finite laboratory sized cells without correction. Previous recommendations for constructing electrodes and cells have been made based upon hydrodynamic and mass transfer considerations (13, 14, 15) . Sawyer and Roberts (16) give some advice on locating the reference electrode in a cell. However, the effect of cell size on the potential distribution does not seem to have been considered, even though the potential mapping experiments of Angell, Dickenson, and Greif (12) around various rotating disk electrode mantles were performed in cells small enough to affect the distribution. The isopotential surfaces they mapped were found to be in qualitative agreement with Newman's result (1). Miller and Bellavance (10) performed single and double probe mapping experiments in a cell which also affected the measurements but found good agreement with the theory.
Better insight into these experiments can be gained by computing the effect of the cell walls. Current interrupters have been shown to measure a resistance corresponding to a primary distribution (23) . properties of the terms give powerful leverage in describing potential variations across the disk electrode. Newman (1, 19) derives functions q, n,o [2] where n and ~ are related to the coordinate system of The functions ~ are well behaved at the centerline and give a zero n,o· current density on the insulating plane surrounding the disk. They may be superposed to give an arbitrary potential distribution on the disk. With the functions of Eq. [2] , the boundary conditions on the upper disk and surrounding plane can be met but not those on the insulating cylinder and the counterelectrode.
These conditions will be met by defining a sequence of corrections which can be added to the functions of Eq. [2] in the following manner
n,] [7] k indicates the number of corrections in the sequence. The correction func tions indexed by· j in Eq. [7] are required to be solutions to Eq.
[1] written in cylindrical coordinates [8] The normal component of the current through the walls of the cell can be expressed for the n-thfunction through the k-th correction as
• '':;
-9-Eq.
[9] will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of corrections as they are added.
The first type of correction function, ~ 1 ' is chosen to n, eliminate the current near the bottom corner of the cell where the insulating cylinder is normal to the counterelectrode. [11]
n,l n,o c'
The function in Eq.
[10] serves to deflect some of the current from the side wall and onto the bottom of the cell, without disturbing the current distribution on the top surface of the cell.
The remaining current through the cell walls is evaluated by means of Eq. [9] with k equal to 1. A second solution to Eq. The problem is well behaved because the first correction function was chosen to make it so. Thus Eq.
[12] can be truncated after a few terms. [17] chosen so that the potential will now be zero on the counterelectrode.
All boundary conditions are now satisfied except for a uniform potential across the top disk. The final solution is achieved by summing up all the generated correction functions in the following manner [18] ~R, being evaluated from Eq. The outlined scheme. of computation was programmed and run on a digital computer. The solution was found to converge in most cases with only 2 functions as defined by Eq. [7] , and within those functions, the series of Eq.
[12] and Eq. [14] could be truncated with 20 terms or less. Resistances for a large number of cell configurations were -12-computed and plotted in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , where R is made dimensionless with the resistance of a disk electrode with radius rd in an infinite cell. The electrode dimensions were held constant, and the height of the cylinder was varied in Fig. 3 . When rc/rd is equal to unity, the upper electrode fills the entire area of the cylinder, and the dimensionless resistance can be computed analytically as and is the upper bound for the curves in Fig. 3 . As the ratio [19] r Ir c d becomes larger, the upper disk is shrinking, and the cell appears more like the infinite cell. This is reflected in the trend of the dimensionless resistance towards unity for these curves, except for extremely short cells. The same dimensionless resistance is plotted in Resistance of the axisymmetric cell with diameter held constant. give a resistance of 11.32 ohms which can be compared to the reported value of 11.35 ohms and contrasted with the value of 11.03 ohms for the disk electrode in an infinite cell. In particular, the effect of the geometry of the cell walls and the countere1ectrode is adequate to account for the departure of the interrupter resistance from the infinite-cell value and no support can be found for the computation of a resistance value based on the area average of the potential of the solution adjacent to the electrode, as suggested by Nanis (7,9).
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